
PRESS NOTE 

KEESARA JEWELLERY SHOP DACOITY CASE-2 INTERSTATE GANGSTERS ARRESTED 

INTER STATE NOTORIOUS GANGSTERS BRIJBUSHAN PANDEY @BUTUL AND 

SHASHIBUSHAN PANDEY @MUNNA ARE ARRESTED BY KEESARA POLICE WITH THE 

HELP OF ANKLESHWAR POLICE OF BARUCH DISTRICT OF GUJARAT  

NAMES OF THE ARRESTED PERSONS:- 

1. Brijbhushan Pandey @ Butul S/o Mithiladhish Ramdhari Pandey, Age: 

27yrs,  Occ: Business R/o:Room No.22, Marutidham Society-1,Sarangpur, 

Rajpipla  road, Taluka:Ankleshwar Dist:Bharuch presently residing at Kota,

 Rajasthan and Native Place:Village Sardaha Thana, Majgaun, Taluka:

 Basgaon Dist:Gorakhpur U.P. 

2. Shashibhushan Pandey Alias Munna S/O Mithiladhish Ramdhari 

Pandey, age30yrs, Occ. Business r/o: Room No.22, Marutidham Society-

1, Sarangpur, Rajpipla road, Taluka:Ankleshwar Dist:Bharuch presently 

residing at Kota Rajasthan and Native Place:Village Sardaha Thana, 

Majgaun, Taluka:Basgaon Dist:Gorakhpur U.P. 

Accused involved in  

1. Cr.No.353/2018 U/s. 395 IPC and Sec.25 (1B) (a), 27 Arms Act of Keesara PS. 

2. Cr.No.354/2018 U/s. 394 IPC and Sec.25 (1B) (a) of Arms Act of Keesara PS. 

3. Cr.No. 659/2018 U/s. 379 IPC of PS Hayath Nagar.   

4. Cr.No. 700/2017 u/s Man Missing altered to 364,302,201,120(B) IPC and Sec. 

3(2)(v) of the SCs/STs(POA) Amendment Act 2015 of Kukutpally PS 
 

Brij Bushan Pandey @ Butul Pandey s/o Mithajish Pandey, age: 27yrs 

caste:Bramhin r/o:H.No.20 Laxma Nagar, Ankleshwar  is born and brought up 

in Ankleshwar, Baruch District, Gujarat State. His father is an Auto Driver in 

Ankaleshwar and Mother Shaileshdevi is House wife. His forefathers are from 

Sardahan village, Gorakpur, U.P. East.Brijbushan Pandey is also having one 

elder brother Shashibushan Pandey @ Munna. Both of them are married and 

blessed with children’s.  

Brijbushan Pandey @ Butul Pandey is a notorious criminal and since his young 

age healongwith his brother and his associates are indulging in criminal 

activities. BUTUL PANDEY formed a gang consisting of more than 25 members 

popularly known as BUTUL GANG his associates are from Gorakpur U.P. state, 

Bihar, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Telangana. 

Butul Pandeyis having good contacts with Narcotic drug peddlers who are 

operating in Mumbai, Indore, Hyderabadand other places. In the year 2012, 



Butul Pandey alongwith his associate Santosh Singh came to Hyderabad 

inconnection with Drugs business. He was in contact with one Chandrashekar 

of Shadnagar area who was also into drugs business. All the threeButul 

Pandey, Santosh Singh and Chandrashekar where into manufacture the 

EPHEDRIN DRUG by procuring raw materials. Chandrashekar was supplying 

raw materials to Butul Pandey and Santosh Singh who are experts in 

manufacturing EPHEDRIN DRUG by mixing the chemicals and secretly 

supplying to the customers and were earning 75,000/- to one lakh per kg on 

manufacturing EPHEDRIN DRUG. They worked in a chemical factory at 

Annojioguda, Ghatkesar Mandal and later they started their own business at 

Cherlapally in a rented house. His name floated in Drug racket gangs and he 

was wanted in many states inconnection with drug Trafficking. 

While he was secretly running the drug manufacturing unit at 

Cherlapally area heemployed one Banu kumar resident of Nellore as watch 

men and later he taught him about the manufacturing of drugs and he also 

joined him in his drugs trafficking gang.  

 Brijbushan Pandey along with his associates took up crime since 2009 

and till date he has been involved in more than 20 cases MURDER, ROBBERY, 

DACOITY, CHAIN SNATCHING, and NARCOTICS AND SERIOUS TYPE OF ASSAULT 

ON POLICE PERSONS AND ESCAPED FROM POLICE AND PRISONER’S CUSTODY 

FROM VARNA AND VALIYA PLACES. 

 In the year 2009-2010 he along with his associates Sajid Pathan, Kaliya 

pathan, Govind and others involved in first robbery case in Bharuch district on 

the road near Vagra and robbed 70,000/- Pertaining to Vagra Police Station, 

Baruch District of Gujarat. 

 Later, he was involved in a murder case at G.I.D.C. Ankleshwar PS in 

which he along with his associates Shanker Yadav, Guddu Bharathi, Ajay@ 

Billu attacked a motorcyclist who was going alongwith his wife  and killed him 

on the spot and robbed cash and gold ornaments. Case is pertaining to 

G.I.D.C.Ankaleshwar PS of Gujarat. 

 After that he alongwith his associates Shanker Yadav, Guddu Bharathi 

and Santosh Singh involved in a robbery case at Netrang in which he robbed 

2,60,000/- pertaining to PS Waliya , Baruch District. 

 In the year 2010, Bharuch police caught Brijbushan, Guddu Bharathi, 

Sajjid, Tohid and Shanker and Santosh Singh for committing theft of Swift 

Dezire car and while they were taken from Bharuch Jail to Vadodara Court 

and while returning they attacked the police escort party and escaped from 

the vehicle at vernama pertaining to PS Varanama, Vadodara DIST. Gujarat 



 After escaping from the police custody Butul along with his close aide 

Santosh singh have committed series of Dacoity, Extortion,Murder and 

Robbery cases and later they shifted to Hyderabad and living in a rented 

house at Lingampalli , Cyberabad. 

 Then Butul Pandey and Santosh Singh came in contact with Faiyaz 

Sheikh from Vasai of Maharashatra who was working in the field of Chemical 

Pharmaceutical in Hyderabad. They together worked for one year 

manufacturing illegally banned EPEDIRIN DRUG  and selling in the black 

market for one lakh for one kg and earned lakhs of rupees and during this 

period Butul Pandey and Santosh Singh purchased one flat each at Rau area 

at Indore for Rs.22 lakhs. After the raid of Narcotics at Faiyaaz house at 

Hyderabad he and Santosh singh moved to Indore of Madhya pradesh and 

they both started a chemical plant in Pithampur industries in Dhaar District of 

M.P. without any licenses and permissions and were into illegal manufacturing 

of EPEDRIN DRUG. 

 Later, Central Directorate of Revenue and intelligence raided and 

arrested Butul pandey, Santosh Singh and also arrested their customer Babar 

Dolare from Maharashtra and sent to Indore Sub Jail. During this period while 

they were taken to Valiya Court by train to attend Netrang Robbery case 

Butul pandey and Santosh Singh ran away from police escort by pushing the 

police persons with hand cuffed condition and his associates 1.Golu, Nitesh, 

and raju Ansari waiting in Chevrolet Cruz car and escaped in that car and a 

case was registered at Waliya PSof M.P.. 

 After that they shifted to Vasai at Maharashatra and collected 13 lakhs 

from his associate Gulab Khan and purchased one XUV car bearing No.GJ 06 

HS 7353 and shifted to Jaipur and living there alongwith their families.    

 Butul Pandey got suspicion that his own associate Chandra Shekar has 

given information to Indore NCB and got them arrested keeping this in mind 

Butul Pandey and his associates hatched murder conspiracy plan to 

eliminate Chandra shekar.  

MURDER CASE OF CHANDRASHEKHAR OF KPHB PS, CYBERABAD 

 On 18-09-2017ButulPandey and his associates came to Hyderabad 

KPHB in his XUV vehicle and contacted Naresh and sent him to call 

Chandrashekar from his house and accordingly Naresh went and called him 

outside and they kidnapped him forcibly in XUV Vehicle and brought him to 

Ghatkesar area and enquired with chandrashekar about giving information 

to NCB and later they killed him and buried at Ghatkesar. Case was 

registered in Kukutpally PS vide Cr.No. 700/2017 u/s Man Missing and later 



altered to 364, 302,201,120(B) IPC and Sec.3(2)(v) of the SCs/STs(POA) 

Amenment Act 2015 of Kukutpally PS in connection with the case  5 persons 

are arrested 1) Vinod Varma U.P 2) Keesara Macha Giri @ Naresh  

Hyderabad 3)Nithish Amla @ Nithish Singh, Sivan Dist. Bihar state 4)  Shan 

Mohammed Ansari @ Raju Ansari @ Raju @ Chotu Raju @ Guddu , Kanpur, 

U.P. and 5) Golu Singh Divyansh Singh @ Golu Chor , Barouch Dist, Gujarath. 

ABSCONDING ACCUSED PERSONS 1. Brijbhushan Pandey 2. Shashibushan 

Pandey 3.Santosh Singh 4.Ashwin Patak 5. Bada Raju 6.Praveen @ Parri 7. 

Rajesh Pandith are yet to be arrested in this murder case.   

 On 30-10-2017 Brijbushan Pandy,@ Butul,  Santosh Singh, Banu, 

Shashibushan Pandy  and  his associates committed Dacoity carrying Fire 

Arms in R.K. Jewellery Shop, Tarshali Ring Road at Vadodara, Gujarat under 

the limits of Makarpura Police Station Pertaining to Cr.No. 160/2017 u/s 395 

r/w 34,120(B) IPC   committed theft of 25 lakhs worth gold ornaments. In this 

case five accused are arrested 1. Vinod Dayaram 2.Divyansu Singh @ Golly 

Chor 3. Nitesh Singh 4.Deepak 5. Banu Kumar(Hyderabad) were arrested on 

10-11-2017 and since then the main accused persons 1. Brijbushan Pandey 

@Butul 2.Santosh Singh 3. Shashi Bushan Pandey @ Munna 4. Praveen @ Parri 

5.Nitesh @ Nate 6.Ashwin Dinesh Patak and 7.Rajesh Pandey are absconding 

and wanted in the above said crime.  

 Later at VAPI Taluqa, DIST Valsad, Gujrat Butul Pandey alongwith his 

associates Santosh Singh, Praveen, Nate and Ashwin attacked one Cigarette 

Distributor and robbed 4.5 lakh cash from him and escaped. Case is 

registered at Vapi Town City PS of Gujarat.  

 On 17-9-2018 Butul Pandey and his associates Santosh Singh, Nate, 

Ashwin Pathak , Shashib ushan Pandey, Praveenand others came to 

Hyderabad carrying fire arms with a criminal conspiracy to commit Dacoity in 

the jewellery shop and as per their plan they divided into two groups and 

they first committed theft of two motor cycles one at Medipally area and 

another one at Hayathnagar area and hidden them at Ghatkesar outskirts 

and later on the next day morning i.e. on 18-9-2018 they collected both 

motorcycles and parked their XUV vehicle at keesara outskirts and kept all 

their mobile phones in the vehicle and around 1.45pm Butul Pandey and 

others entered into the R.K. Jewellery shop carrying fire arms and as the shop 

owner started shouting public gathered and to escape Butul Pandey opened 

fire in the air to panic the public and while escaping Santosh Singh and 

others beat one Srikanth and escaped with his bike and vehicle abandoned 

in the outskirts of Keesara.  

 



EXCHANGE OF FIRE AND AREEST AT ANKLESHWAR, GUJARAT 

 Later, while efforts in progress to nab the offenders, teams were formed 

and sent to different states with the collected CC TV Footages and the same 

were circulated to all the wings of the police department. One D.G. Rabbari 

Sub Inspector of S.O.G. Baruch Dist. Gujrat identified the footages and  on 05-

11-2018early hours D.G. Rabbari received information about the presence of 

Butul Pandey and his associates at Gadkhol area of Ankleshwar at 

Arundaynagar society Saraswati Vidhyamandir School  compound with 

deadly weapons in a white Mahindra XUV car no.GJ 06-HS-7353 , the police 

formed into teams and surrounded them and when they opened fire on the 

police party and in retaliation the police also opened fire in which Butul 

Pandey got injured in the right side of his back and Shashi Bushan Pandey 

injured in his right back and at his right hand and one Fire arm was recovered 

from Brij Bhushan and one knife was recovered from Shashi Bushan Pandey. 

On searching the vehicle found five empty shells 5 cartridges and one mobile 

were recovered and shifted to hospital for treatment. It is pertaining to Cr.No.I 

237/18 U/S 307,332,353,506(2),114 IPC , Sec.25(1),(a),25(1-B),(a),25(1-B) 

(d),25(1-B)(e ),27,29 of Arms Act, G.P.Act 135 of Ankleshwar PS. 

 After the incident at Keesara jewellery shop reward of Rs.50,000/- was 

announced for giving the information about the offenders and accordingly 

D.G. Rabbari, PSI of S.O.G. as identified the offenders and for apprehending 

them with the assistance of his team were suitably rewarded with 50,000/- 

cash price by the Rachakonda police Commissionerate immediately at 

Baruch, Gujarat through Commissioner of Police, Baruch. 

 Accordingly the police Keesara along with SOT Teams brought the 

accused 1. Brijbushan Pandey & his brother 2. Shashi Bushan Pandey and 

regularised the P.T. Warrant and they are taken on police custody for further 

investigation in the following three cases. 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


